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	11020 XXL Learning Puzzle Planets_EN (2)
	11020 XXL Learning Puzzle Planets_EN (1)

	content: 49 puzzle pieces
	main goal: Space: Understanding space and planets.
	extra goals: Mathematical skills: Learning to find the correct puzzle pieces by using available information (colors, shapes).Language skills: Learning new words by describing space and the planets.Motor skills: Learning to make smooth movements with hands and fingers by moving puzzle pieces.Social skills: Enhancing social skills by interacting with other children.
	basic concept: 
	step 1: Place all puzze pieces on the floor/ a table.
	step 2: Try to solve the puzzle with the other children. 
	step 3: Talk about what you can see in the picture. Get as detailed as possible! Talk about the solar system, space and the planets. 
	advanced concept: Knowledge about planets
	advanced concept1: Talk about the different planets as shown in the puzzle picture. Talk about how the sun is the middle of our solar system and how the planets move in circles around the sun. Talk about rockets and astronauts! Have you seen movies about space? Share your experiences with the other children. 
	Text2: Geography
	product: XXL Learning Puzzle Planets
	activities: Build a mobile with the kids. Take a close look at the different planets. Have the children paint a planet, a rocket and other things related to space. Hang them up in the mobile and use it as a room decoration!  Talk about star constellations in the night sky. Do the children know of any? Print out the night sky and show it to the children. Talk about star constellations that you can see! Are the children able to understand the abstract pictures of the sky? If possible, visit an observatory where the children can learn more about the universe!
	productNO: 11020          
	main observation: Is the child able to understand the space and the planets?
	extra observation: How are the fine motor skills and hand-eye coordination developed?Is the language about the topic age appropriate?Does the child get easily frustrated? Does the child need help?Can the child talk about his/her own experiences?Can the child concentrate for a longer period of time?Can the child stay concentrated for the duration of the puzzle?Does the child have a basic understanding of the solar system?
	Text1: Earth and Space


